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Apply your strong technical experience in building reports and
governance models for BI analytics that support a broad range
of analytical requirements across the company
Work closely with product teams on the marketplace to
continually evolve solutions as business processes and the
requirements change.
Extract, transform, and load data from a wide variety of data
sources using SQL and AWS big data technologies.
Creation and support of real-time data pipelines built on AWS
technologies including Glue, Redshift/Spectrum, Kinesis, EMR
and Athena.
Help continually improve ongoing reporting and analysis
processes, automating or simplifying self-service support for
customers

JOB DESCRIPTION

We are looking for enthusiastic and fast paced individuals to join
our team of data geeks. We have our data hosted on both Azure
and AWS warehouses. We are looking for someone who is adept in
AWS warehouse technologies. Fair understanding of Azure is a
plus.

 As Data Engineer at our warehouse, your primary responsibilities
will be:-



1+ years of industry experience in software
development, data engineering, business intelligence,
data science, or related field with a track record of
manipulating, processing, and extracting value from
large datasets
Demonstrated strength in data modeling, ETL
development, and data warehousing
Experience using big data technologies (Hadoop, Hive,
Hbase, Spark etc.)
Has working knowledge on Spark, Scala, Azure - ADF,
Synapse Analytics, Azure Databricks, ADLS Gen1 and
Gen2, Blob, SQL Database, PL/SQL.
Knowledge of data management fundamentals and
data storage principles
Experience using business intelligence reporting tools
preferred (Power BI, Tableau etc.)

QUALIFICATIONS



FOLLOW US

We help companies convert data into actionable intelligence
using strong data science, data engineering & cloud engineering
skills matched with critical business thinking.

LETS GROW 
TOGETHER!
About Valiance Analytics

|    Visit us at-  www.valiancesolutions.com

WFH with Flexible timings1

Twice a year appraisal for
high performers

2

Be a part of company's
ESOP pool

3

Sponsorship of Cloud
Certifications

4

Get to work on exciting
projects 
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Why work with us?


